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Abstract

Speechis consideredan efficient communicationchannel.
This implies that the organizationof utterancesis such that
morespeakingeffort is directedtowardsimportantpartsthan
towards redundantparts. Basedon a model of incremental
word recognition,theimportanceof asegmentis definedasits
contribution to word-disambiguation.This importance is
measuredas the segmental information content, in bits. On a
labeled Dutch speechcorpus it is then shown that crucial
aspectsof the informationstructureof utterancespartition the
segmental information content and explain 90% of the
variance.Two measuresof acousticalreduction,durationand
spectralcenterof gravity, are correlatedwith the segmental
information content in such a way that more important
phonemes are less reduced. It is concluded that the
organizationof conventionalinformationstructuredoesindeed
increase efficiency.

1. Introduction

Speechcan be seenas an efficient communicationchannel:
lessspeakingeffort is spenton redundantthanon informative
items.Studiesshowedthat listenersidentify redundanttokens
betterand that speakerstake advantageof this by reducing
predictableitems[1-5][10][12][20][23][27][28]. For example,
nine is pronouncedmore reducedin the proverbA stitch in
time saves nine than in The next number is nine [12].

Speakerscan enhanceefficiency by manipulating the
(prosodic) structure of the utterance. The Information
Structure of anutterance,i.e., thepartitioningof theutterance
accordingto information value, is generallyreflectedin the
(hierarchical)phonological structureof the utterance.This
phonologicalstructureagainis reflectedin theway wordsand
syllablesare(de-)stressedand,therefore,(de-)emphasizedin
articulation.This way,moreinformativepartsareemphasized
in articulation,and lessinformativepartsarede-emphasized,
making the utterancemore efficient with respect to the
transfered information. 

To quantify the efficiency at the articulatory level, the
effort investedin the "unit of articulation" must be matched
againstthe importanceof this unit. In this paperwe takethe
phonemesegmentasthe unit of articulation.The importance
of an individual phonemerealizationis measuredin termsof
the realization's (incremental) contribution to word
recognition.Theoriesof word recognition stressthat word
recognitionis an incrementaltask that works on a phoneme
by phonemebasis[14]. Often, wordsarerecognizedon their
first syllable(s)well beforeall phonemeshavebeenprocessed
[7]. In English and Dutch this is reflected in the fact that
lexical stressis predominantlyon the first syllableof a word
[6][7]. We usea modelof word recognitionwith competition
based on a frequency-sensitive incremental match of
incomingphonemesin thementallexicon[14][22]. However,
wordsarealsoprimedby their context[8][13]. We will model

this priming as an increasein apparentword frequency(cf.,
[28]). 

We use a measureof the position-dependentsegmental
contribution in distinguishing words given the preceding
word-onset[25]. The lexical information IL (in bits) of a
segment s preceded by [word onset] is [24][25]:

I L
��� log2

Frequency word onset
�

s

Frequency word onset
�

anysegment
(1)

Frequenciesare calculatedfrom a CELEX word-count list
with normativetranscriptionsof Dutch, basedon 39 million
words (Ntot). The word frequencies were estimatedusing a
Katz smoothing on counts from 1-5 and an extrapolation
based on Zipf's law [9]. 

Equation1 doesnot accountfor the predictabilityof the
word due to its distributional (contextual)properties[8][13]
(cf, [1][16]). It is possible to determine the average
predictabilityof theword spokenin its propercontext.Words
tend to occur in certain contextsmore than in others(e.g.,
very good idea vs. curious green idea). This meansthat the
frequenciesof words in the neighborhoodof the targetword
will be different from the global frequencies.This difference
can be quantified as the Kullback-Leibler distancebetween
thedistributionin thecontextandtheglobaldistribution[13].
Theresultingvalueis calledtheContext Distinctiveness of the
word w (CD(w)) and hasa value between0 and the -log2 of
the global frequency of the target word [13]. In formula:

CD w ���
vocabulary P c i � w log2

P ci � w
P ci (2)

WhereP(ci) is theplain probabilityof theword ci andP(ci|w)
theconditionalprobabilityof word ci appearingin thecontext
of the target word w. On average,the relative frequency,
CF(w), of the target word w is a factor 2CD(w) higher in its
normal contextthan in the corpusas a whole, i.e., CF(w) =
RelativeFrequency(w)·2CD(w). Equation1 is changedto include
a correction on the frequency of the target word w:

D(w) = CF(w)·Ntot - Frequency(w) (3)

WhereCF(w) canbebasedon a differentcorpusthanNtot and
Frequency(w). The segmental information, IS, then becomes:

I s �
	 log2
Frequency word onset � s � D w

Frequency word onset � any segment � D w (4)

2. Speech material and Methods

For IS and the acoustic part of this study we used the
IFAcorpus[11][26] which contains5½ hours(50 kWord) of
hand-alignedphonemicallysegmentedspeechfrom 8 native
speakersof Dutch,4 femaleand4 male.5 of the 8 available
speakingstyleswereused:informal face-to-facestory-telling
(I), retold stories(R), read text (T), read isolatedsentences
(S), and read semanticallyunpredictablepseudo-sentences
(PS,e.g., the village cooked of birds). Acoustic reductionis
measuredon phonemeduration and on the phonememid-
point spectral Center of Gravity (CoG) [21].



Distinctiveness(CD) wascalculatedoverthe5th releaseof
theSpokenDutchCorpus(CGN), a total of 1.8 million words
[15], over a window of 10 words (5 beforeand 5 after the
target word [13]). The Context Distinctiveness increased more
or lesslinear with the logarithmof the word frequency(R =
0.7). This was usedto estimatethe CD for words not in the
CGN by extrapolationasCD(w) = 2·-log2(P(w)) - 26 whenw
was not seen in the CGN, i.e., using P(w) from CELEX. 

As an illustration, the segmental information, IS, is
calculatedfor the vowel /o/ in the Dutch word /bom/ (boom,
English tree, example taken from [25]).
� Relative CGN frequency of boom: 5.05·10-5

� Context Distinctiveness: CD(boom) = 4.53 (eq. 2, CGN)
� Relative frequency in context: 2CD(boom)·5.05·10-5= 1.2·10-3

� Original smoothed CELEX word count of boom: 2,226 
� Context-corrected CELEX count: 45,402 (1.2·10-3·39·106)
� Correction term: D(boom)= 45,402 - 2,226 = 43,176 (eq. 3)
� Words starting with /bo/: 67,710 (1,172 CELEX entries)
� The same for /b./: 1,544,483 (26,186 CELEX entries)
� IL=-log2(67710/1544483) = 4.51 (eq. 1)
� IS=-log2([67710+43176]/[1544483+43176]) = 3.84 (eq. 4)
That is, IS < IL, so context reduces lexical uncertainty.

Word realizationscan differ from the lexical norm. The
position of the realized phonemein the normative lexical
transcriptionis determinedusingDynamicProgramming.The
lexical normative transcription of the word-onset and
phoneme identity are used to search the CELEX word-list.

To copewith the factorsthat affect measuredquantities,
the dataare divided into quasi-uniformsubsets.Eachsubset
containsall observationsthat are uniform with respectto all
relevant factors. Note that the resulting "tables" of factor
valuesare extremelysparse.In general,far lessthanhalf of
all possible subsetshad any values in them (there can be
millions of possiblesubsets).Whenall factorsareaccounted
for, the averagenumberof observationsper filled subsetis
actually less than 2 (for duration). 

Variancesarecalculatedafterequalizingthemeansin the
subsets(i.e.,mean=0)andsubtracting1 degreeof freedomfor
each subset (ignoring subsetswith only a single value).
Correlationsare calculatedafter normalizing the values to
zero meanvalue and unit standarddeviation (i.e., mean=0,
SD=1) within each quasi-uniform subset.The degreesof
freedomare reducedby 2 for eachsubsetto accountfor the
normalization. All factor "values" were determined
automaticallyfrom transcribedandtaggedtext.Prominenceis
assignedautomaticallyby rulesfrom text input basedon POS
tags[17][18][24]. Functionwordsreceive0, contentwords1-
4 marks.Prominencemarkswerecombinedandwordswere
divided into threeclassesbasedon the prominencemarks:0,
1-2, and 3-4. Rule-basedprominencemarks correlatedwell
with human transcribers (Cohen's Kappa = 0.62) [17][18].

Theimportanceof "distributional"factorswasdetermined
by their influence on the variance of the segmental
information,IS, duration,or spectralCoG.Startingwith no or
minimal subdivisions,each time a factor was selectedthat
reduced the variance most. In the next round, from the
remaining factors, the one that reduced the variance most after
applyingall previousfactorswaschosen.An F-testwasused
to determinewhethera changein variancewas statistically
significant.After applyinga Bonferronicorrection,a level of
significance of p < 0.001 was chosen for comparing factors. 
The following distributional factors are used:

� Phoneme position: Position of segment in word
� Phoneme : Phoneme identity
� Nr. of Syllables : Word-length in syllables

� Prominence : Automatically determined prominence
� Lexical Stress : Lexical syllable stress
� Cluster length : Length of consonant clusters
� Syllable Part : Onset, Kernel, or Coda
� Word position : Position of word in sentence (1-5, >5)
� Syllable position : Position of syllable in word

3. Results

Schwa'sare maximally reducedphonemes.The samewill
likely hold for consonantsin the samesyllable as a schwa.
Syllables containing a schwa generally signal affixes and
particles(clitics) in Dutch. It is unclearhow thesesyllables
function in word recognitionand whetherour simple model
for segmentalinformation contentand speechefficiency is
relevant to them. To prevent these maximally reduced
syllables to swamp our statistics, we decided to exclude
phonemes from syllables that contain a schwa.

Figure 1 gives the distribution of explainedvariancefor
the segmentalinformation, IS, using non-repeatedmaterial:
Retold speechandread sentences from speaker'sown stories
[26]. The variance explained by a factor is calculatedby
subtractingthe variancecalculatedincluding the targetfactor
(andall factorsto the left of it in thegraph)from thevariance
calculatedwithout the targetfactor.For example,the column
for Prominence in Figure 1 (0.076 bit2) is the difference
betweenthe variancecalculatedusing quasi-uniformsubsets
for Phoneme position, Phoneme (identity), and Number of
Syllables (0.549bit2, not shown) and the variancecalculated
when these subsetsare again subdivided on Prominence
(0.473 bit2, not shown). 

All factors togetherexplain 90% of the variancein IS.
Each factor's reduction of the variance was statistically
significant (p<0.001, F-test). The two principle segmental
factorsare the position of the phonemein the word and the
phoneme identity (two dark-gray columns in Figure 1).
Togethertheyexplain81% of the total variancein segmental
informationcontent,IS. This canbe explainedby the fact that

Figure 1. Reduction in variance of the segmental
information (vertical scale) due to accounting for the
indicated factor and all the factors to the left of it
(horizontal scale). All phonemes, excluding phonemes
from syllables containing a schwa. N=26,411,
maximal number of subsets: 6,428. Not Explained
variance: 10.2% of Total variance. All factors
p<0.001 (F-test). White columns are plain variances,
not differences. 
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the definition of the segmental information content, IS, is
based on the phoneme and searches the phonemically
transcribed word-list from the start of the word. The other
factors are evaluated with respect to the remaining variance
after accounting for these two segmental factors.

The next three factors model word-level aspects of the
speech, word-length in syllables, prominence, and lexical
stress (red/gray columns), together these three explain 34%
(9-12% each) of the remaining variance. These three factors
are all correlated to the frequency of occurrence of the words
and syllables. Longer words are less common. Prominence
separates common function words from rare content words,
and within content words, it favors the (low-frequency)
Nouns and Adjectives[17][18]. Lexical stress tends to fall on
the most informative (least common) syllable [29]. 

The blue/light-gray columns in Figure 1 mark sub-syllabic
factors (length of the consonant cluster and part of the
syllable), that together account for 8.7% of the remaining
variance. The last two positional factors (hatched columns)
together explain only 4.3% of the remaining variance.
Together, all 7 supra-segmental factors explain 46.5% of the
remaining variance of the segmental information content.

To evaluate acoustic reduction, we also accounted for
speaker, speaking style, and recording session (duration only).
These factors have large influences on speech acoustics and
speaking rate, but are not modeled in this study. Figure 2
shows the results for phoneme duration (excluding Stops).
The order of importance of the factors found for duration
correlates well with that found for IS (Spearman's Rank
Correlation, R=0.833, p<0.003, no Bonferroni correction).

For duration, the two segmental factors (dark gray
columns) account for 38.9% of the variance. Maximally
53.5% of the variance is accounted for by the 9 factors used.
The 46.5% of variance not explained can be traced to
segmentation "noise" and contextual (phonological) factors
not modeled here. The word-level factors (red/gray columns)
together explain 12.4% of the remaining variance. The

variance is at its minimum when the Number of Syllables is
accounted for. However, it was still possible to determine an
order of minimal variance in the remaining factors. The
reduction of the variance for all factors up to Number of
Syllables is statistically significant (p<0.001, F-test). The
other factors do not reduce the variance (not significant,
cross-hatched). 

Figure 3 shows the results for spectral Center of Gravity
(CoG, semitones). The selections are like figure 2. In Figure
3, only the Syllable Position factor does not decrease the
variance (not significant). The Number of Syllables has the
lowest effect on the variance of the CoG (p<0.001). The total
variance explained is 85%, but this is almost completely due
to the phoneme identity (82%). Of the variance remaining
after accounting for the two segmental factors (dark-gray),
only 13.6% can be explained by the other factors used. This
low explanatory power can, at least partly, be traced to the
inherently noisy character of CoG measurements [21][25].The
order of the factors found for CoG correlates with that found
for IS (Spearman's Rank Correlation, R=0.716, p<0.04, no
Bonferroni correction).

For every set of factors accounted for, there is a positive
correlation between IS and both phoneme Duration and CoG
(normalized correlations, R ≈ 0.03, p < 0.001, cf, [21][25]).
These weak, positive correlations still show that the relation
between IS and reduction is always towards greater efficiency.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The definition of the communicative importance as the
segmental information content, IS, with respect to incremental
word-recognition (eq. 4) agrees very well with the common
factors used to describe Information Structure. With 9 factors,
90% of the variance in IS can be explained. All factors used in
this study were determined automatically from tagged text
(including Lexical Stress and Prominence). It is therefore
surprising how well the order of factors in Figure 1 match that
determined for the measured duration and CoG (R=0.833 and
0.716). Obviously, phoneme identity is the single most
important determinant of segmental duration and spectral
Center of Gravity. But the fact that the position in the word is
the second most important factor to explain the variance of
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Figure 3. As Fig 2, but now for spectral Center of
Gravity (in semitones). N=85,890, maximal number of
subsets: 38,795. All factors p<0.001 (F-test) except
Syllable position (*, not significant). Not Explained
variance: 14.9% of Total variance.

Figure 2. As Fig 1, but now for phoneme duration. All
continuant phonemes (no Stops), excluding phonemes
from syllables containing a schwa. N=85,922,
maximal number of subsets: 43,799. Factors up to
Number of syllables: p<0.001 (F-test). Crosshatched
columns (*, not significant) are differences calculated
with respect to the Lexical Stress column. The Not
Explained variance is 53.5% of the Total variance,
calculated with respect to the Number of syllables
column.
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durationandspectralCenterof Gravity is not obviousunless
efficiency is taken into account.

This paper confirms the importance of Prominence,
Lexical Stress, and Word-Length for efficient speech[19].
Acoustic measurements are inherently noisy [21].
Furthermore, phoneme duration is influenced by many
contextual factors, e.g., next phoneme,which cannot be
simultaneouslymodeledon this limited material.Still, figures
2 and 3 show that, at all levels, the factors that distinguish
important from redundant parts in an utterance also
distinguish reduced from emphasized parts. 

The fact that there is always a positive correlation
between segmental information content and measuresof
reduction points towards an efficient organization of speech. 

We conclude that many factors that determine the
suprasegmentalinformation structureof speechseparatethe
important from the redundantparts of the utterances.The
samefactorsalso separatemore and lessreducedphonemes
with respect to phonemeduration and spectral center of
gravity.That is, theconventionalinformationstructureindeed
increases the efficiency of speech at the segmental level.
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